
     ‘DESPERATE HOPE AND DESPERATE FEAR’1

    Cyberbole, Caution, and the Speculative Gulf Between

  Trends in e-learning and lifelong learning
  Key issues emerging
  The place of the ‘traditional’ public university and its prospects

1.  Seven introductory Points - the scope of our discourse

•  E-learning is a highly visible and often highly controversial subject.

•  It is characterised by exaggerated claims and exaggerated fears, wishful thinking
and deep scepticism.

•  Sometime the use of terms is a source of confusion and crossed wires in
communication – words like virtual and flexible for example

•  It arouses great entrepreneurial hopes and great passions both ethical and
‘conservative’

•  There is an abundance of rhetoric, many well-articulated concerns, and a number
of instinctually ideological as well as reasoned objections and sources of
resistance

•  It is influenced and complicated by still wider controversial issues confronting
societies with choices: the meanings and impact of globalisation; the WTO, free
trade and the ‘Seattle protesters’; the corporatisation of universities

•  We are deeply ignorant about e-learning and the new ICTs.  There is little
empirically tested knowledge about how e-learning works for different client
groups (age, culture, intellectual ability, motivation, prior academic attainment,
subject-matter).  We need more sustained research and evaluation

2.  Six issues for clarification in analysing trends and prospects for e-learning

•  The scope, meaning and applications of e-learning
From mixed or multi-mode learning opportunities for traditionally enrolled, local
and largely on-campus students through to global consortia offering (‘selling’)
distinctly or multi-badged degrees globally

                                                
1 Hannah Arendt (1951 The Origins of Totalitarianism) cited by David Watson summing up the March
2000 CVCP Conference on The Business of Borderless Education.



•  Main markets sectors
School (K-12), post-secondary, tertiary and higher, continuing – the corporate
training and adult (business) market – ‘informal’ learning outside institutions

•  Discipline and content fields
From courses through IT in IT to the MBA to other professional advanced
updating to all fields of intellectual endeavour

•  The technologies
Self-directed-learning, time-flexible, synchronous – asynchronous, interactive etc.

•  The partners
Publishers, hardware and software producers, carriers, established institutions
(brand) as well as learners, employers and brokers with claims to market share –
and the gatekeepers

•  Projections
Massive expectations; disappointments and pitfalls along the way

3.  Some Issues beyond the technical and commercial

Changing demography and the lifelong learner
The growth of the twenty-five-plus earning-and-learning market

The knowledge economy
Who meets the insatiable demand and how?
Different players – complementarity or win-lose competition.  Cherry-picking

The knowledge society?
Wider and longer-term needs.  Non-market needs - ecological sustainability

Sanctity zones
Socio-cultural taboos versus liberalisation and the free market
Social and cultural formation of (young) children – the compulsory education phase
The use of education as an entry point for e-commerce
Learning in whose time? – the invasion of time, space and privacy.

Global and local
Cultural issues and national characteristics
Local content – issues of principle - cultural imperialism - and issues of practice -
relevance and fitness for purpose

Mass markets and economies of scale versus customisation and diversity
- towards diversity or standardisation?



New inequalities within and between nations
The digital divide – exacerbation or amelioration?

Partnerships and alliances
Uncomfortable bedfellows – sensitivities about partnership versus the need for scale of
investment, and for  different resources and kinds of expertise

Student perspectives
Clarity, frameworks, guidance and progression – the student as client, market and
consumer – optimal choice, variety and flexibility?

4.  The ‘Traditional’ Public University?

•  The problem with idealisation and ideal types

•  Key characteristics and roles – Bologna – Clark Kerr – estates of the realm?
The conscience of society.  Meaning-making

•  The formative context for e-learning
Taken-for-granted, familiarity, ease of fit, going with the flow – or dissonance

•  Integration or bolt-on - towards new institutional forms?

•  Impact of e-learning and IT – the virtual university is the university made
concrete.   Organisation dynamics;  the university as college and community
Proletarianisation - the fragmentation of academic roles and tasks

•  Melbourne University and the Universitas 21 story.

•  Brand distinction and the mass market – devaluing in a mass market
the upside and downside of ‘brand’

•  Whose degrees? – quality assuring fragments – from brand degrees towards the
lifelong learning portfolio?

5.  Conclusion

A place for diversity – lifelong learning in the knowledge-based learning society
transforms the nature and availability of learning, opens diverse market opportunities,
and requires diverse institutional forms and diversities of role and mission as well as
mode.

      Chris Duke  University of Auckland  May 2001



Annex - a sample of recent newspaper headlines

Land of the forwardly mobile  - Japan has been a lifelong inspiration

Demand for knowledge workers is to jump

Society is shifting university agenda

Three Ws the key to universities’ online future

Institutions had better prepare to sell their wares

Generation E to embrace distance ed

Tangled web of online learning

Steadily down cyber road

European Commission $27 million [or billion!] action plan to develop online education

Lecturers fear impact of e learning projects on jobs

Watch out for [private sector] scavengers [a South African vice-chancellor]

Machine minders of academic (the whiff of managerialism beyond the rush into unproven
education technology)

The virtual university is the university made concrete

Distance education aggravated by unis existing organisation: US expert

Are we using IT or is it using us?

Push to set up website to beat online cheats

Melbourne embraces business arms merger

‘Concerned’ Toronto pulls out of Universitas 21

Academic superstars to shine online [alongside]  Jobs go in distance learning [Ecollege
and Unext]

MIT free online move puts global e-learning profitability in doubt

Can the net be made to serve democracy? Anthony Smith doubts it


